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HISTORICAL ORIGINS

Skocpol, Theda. 1979. States and Social Revolutions: A Comparative Analysis of France, Russia, and China. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.


GLOBALIZATION AND SPACE-TIME COMPRESSION


THE NATION-STATE AND METHODOLOGICAL NATIONALISM


WORLD SOCIETY


From Society to Fields


EMPIRE AND POST/DE-COLONIZATION


GLOBAL FIELDS


WORLD SYSTEMS


Chase-Dunn, C., and Hall, T. D. Rise and Demise: Comparing World-Systems, selections on BB

GLOBAL NETWORKS AND DIFFUSION


COSMOPOLITANISM

GLOBAL ETHNOGRAPHIES

GLOBAL GOVERNANCE AND GLOBAL CIVIL SOCIETY


GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE AND SCIENCE
Peter Haas, "Do Regimes Matter: Epistemic Communities and Mediterranean Pollution Control," International Organization 43, pp. 377-405


INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Keohane, Robert and Nye, Joseph, eds. "Transnational Relations and World Politics."
International Organization, 25(3), 1971, 329-349 721-748

Kenneth Waltz, Theory of International Politics (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1979), Chapters 4, 5, 6.


GLOBAL CULTURE


GLOBAL POLITICAL ECONOMY


GLOBAL MIGRATION


